The neutron fields generated by high-energy heavy ions in a production target are of key importance as they are used as source terms for further transport calculations. Various calculations of secondary neutron fields generated by high-energy heavy-ion reactions, such as benchmarks with systematic data, neutron energy spectra and doses compared with data measured recently in GSI, and calculations for the Super-FRS project, are done. Comparison of measured neutron fields with calculations performed by the PHITS code will be included for more precise predictions for secondary neutron productions.
Introduction
Secondary neutrons are most abundantly produced in high-energy heavy-ion reactions. However it is difficult to calculate the production rate and energy spectra due to complex reaction mechanisms. The Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System PHITS is therefore employed for such calculations and further various applications.
Benchmark calculation
A benchmark calculation of the PHITS code was done by comparing with systematic data of secondary neutrons emitted in nucleus-nucleus reactions at energies from 100 MeV/nucleon to 800 MeV/nucleon [2] . The data used in the benchmark were measured by two groups, Kurosawa et al. [3] and Iwata, Heilbronn, et al. [4] , at HIMAC, Japan. The comparison shows that agreements between measured data and PHITS calculations are in general rather well for most cases.
Other comparison works using PHITS on secondary neutrons from heavy-ion reactions were carried out for thicker shielding systems [5] . Sasaki et al. measured neutron energy spectra at HI-MAC, NIRS Japan with changing thickness of the shielding which placed behind a 5 cm copper target bombarded by 400 MeV/u carbon beams [6] . At Cave-A GSI Germany Wiegel and Fehrenbacher et al. performed shielding experiment. The NEMUS [7] (Neutron Multisphere Spectrometer) by PTB Germany was employed to detect energy spectra of neutrons at several measuring point in and outside the cave [8] . The considerable good agreement between both data and PHITS calculations were obtained [5] .
Recent neutron measurements at GSI and comparison

Neutron energy spectra from 3 He on water
Energy spectra of secondary neutrons from 200 MeV/u 3 He beams on 22.3 cm water target was measured in Cave-A GSI. The measurement was a part of a 3 He experiment for the purpose to obtain basic data set for a 3 He ion cancer therapy. Neutrons were detected using a BaF 2 crystal scintillator. Events of secondary charged particles were discriminated from the data by seeing data scored by a plastic scintillator which placed in front of the BaF 2 detector. Then measured time of flight data were converted to energy spectra. The efficiency of the BaF 2 from Gunzert-marx et al. [9] was used. Fig.1 is a preliminary result of the experiment together with a PHITS calculation. It shows a discrepancy at 0 degrees, but for other angles data and calculations agree quite good as shown also in the figure for 30 degrees. The tendency was also shown in previous comparisons [2] .
Neutron dose from 12 C on water
One of the recent study on 12 C cancer therapy is to evaluate accurate contributions of secondary fragments to the treatment dose. Therefore a systematic measurement for neutron dose has been carried out in GSI. Spatial neutron dose distributions around a water target bombarded by 12 C with different energies of 100 ∼ 246 MeV/u were measured in Cave-M GSI using the WENDI [10] dosimeter, which includes tungsten moderator inside and has an improved energy response up to 5 GeV.
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Calculation of secondary neutrons H. Iwase Fig.2 the replotted data of 200 MeV/u is compared with data, which was originally neutron energy spectra measured by Gunzert-Marx et al. [12] using the BaF 2 detector with the same beam and target and was afterward converted into dose with the neutron dose conversion factor [11] . It is noted that in the present data of WENDI contains signals which were caused by charged particles produced in the target. The contribution was experimentally confirmed in this study but could NOT be excluded from data. The discrepancy between both data at 0 degrees probably comes from the contribution by charged particles in the WENDI data, but otherwise both measured neutron doses agree well even these were measured with completely different methods. There is rather a large discrepancy between data and the calculation but all results agree within factor of three.
Recent application of PHITS
Calculation of radiation field for the rare isotope production facility Super-FRS
The Super-FRS [13] , a next-generation high-intensity fragment separator, is being developed at the international project FAIR at GSI Germany. Rare isotopes of all elements up to uranium can be produced and spatially separated by the magnet system. In Super-FRS 1.5 GeV/nucleon 238 U will be used as projectile with an intensity of 10 12 , therefore a lot of fragmentation is occurred at the production target and beam-dumps settled between dipole magnets. Especially secondary neutrons, most of which are produced with same velocity of projectile, i.e. with high-energy, can penetrate remarkably deep to the system and cause problems of heat-loads to the separator magnets, activation of the material, high dose beyond shielding, and so on. Therefore the PHITS code has been used in the project for the design.
The calculated results had been reported in different papers. Around the target position, neutron fields, heat-loads on system, and induced dose beyond shielding were calculated with modeling the geometry as accurate as possible [13] .
Because of no data and routines to calculate activations in the PHITS code, a model was newly developed [14] . Activations of produced all fragments are calculated and for each gamma-ray with different energy an induced dose is calculated at any point. In addition, attenuation of gamma-ray in matter including self-shield of activated material is calculated. In the way 3-dimensional dose distributions induced by activations can be calculated very precisely using the model. Around the beam-dump position of the Super-FRS, neutron fields, activations, and induced dose were calculated [13] .
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Summary
Due to complex reaction mechanisms there were a certain limitation by simple models to calculate production and transport of secondary neutrons by heavy ions. The PHITS code was therefore developed with combining various physical and semi-empirical models and data. Benchmark calculations were performed on secondary neutron productions from various combinations of projectile with different energies and target with different thickness, and reasonably good agreements were obtained. The PHITS code is recently applied for various experiments and designs. In this study comparison between neutron measurement in GSI and PHITS calculations, and PHITS calculations for the international project FAIR were presented. The development of the PHITS code has been continued and improvements and additional models will be included for more precise predictions for secondary neutron productions.
